
Bringing The Outdoors In
WEBINAR RESOURCE PACK

This pack is filled with ideas & inspiration of the two nature
craft projects covered in the 'Bringing The Outdoors In'

webinar for Limerick Garden Festival. Enjoy!



Scissors
String
9 x Hydrangea flower heads (or other flowers from your garden)
PVA glue 
Small paintbrush & jam jars for glue
Paper globe lampshade
Round bowl (to hold paper globe)

gather:
(To make lampshade version 1 you only need items 1-3 & to follow steps 1&2 below)

 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

MAKE:
STEP 1: Remove any leaves from the hydrangea flower heads & use string to tie groups of 3
flowers head together.  Then hang upside down in a warm dark place until crisp dry. 
STEP 2 (version 1): Tie groups of 3 flower heads at different heights around a drop light cable
to that the flower heads cover the light bulb. IMP: Only use an LED, v.low wattage light bulb i.e.
that remains cool when lit to avoid fire hazard of dried material touching bulb.
STEP 2 (version 2): Use scissors to snip individual flowers off main flower head ensuring no
stem attached.
STEP 3: Sit paper lampshade in bowl to stop rolling around then working from the top of the
light fixture starting sticking flowers onto the lampshade using small blobs of PVA glue
applied to any flat petals using your paintbrush & press into place until fixed.
STEP 4: Once covered as much of the lampshade as you can reach, flip it over & cover the
bottom before leaving to dry.

Project 1 - Botanical Lampshades

Version 1 Version 2



Lichen Lampshade
Made using an old lampshade
frame again & sticking dried

lichen across the frame using
blobs of PVA

Lampshades - MORE ideas

Birch Nest Uplighter
Made using a wire frame 

& weaving birch twigs through.

Leaf Lampshade
Made using an old lampshade

frame (fabric removed) &
sewing large leaves over it.

Ivy
Lampshade

Made using an
old

lampshade
frame again &
weaving fresh
ivy around the

frame then
leaving to dry
on the frame.



Woody stems with flat 'back' & natural hook
Secateurs 
Very sharp knife, whittling knife if have
Sandpaper
Drill
2 x Screws

GATHER:
 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

MAKE:
 

STEP 1: Using a sharp knife pare down the back of the stem to form a flat back to
ensure good contact with your wall when fixed in place & avoid any wobbling!
STEP 2: Decide on the final length of the 'hook', trim using secateurs
STEP 3: Sand any cut sections or rough areas to ensure smooth surface & no
snagging.
STEP 4: Drill two small pilot holes from front to back above & below the hook to avoid
cracking wood when screwed in place.
STEP 5: Attach to wall using to screws.  Ensure long enough to reach through depth of
hook & into wall or surface chosen.  

Project 2 - Botanical Hooks



Loo roll Holder
Same as per towel rail but make the

branch shorter!  Make sure you use nice
chunky stems so that there's enough

space for the loo roll to turn.

Botanical Hooks - MORE ideas

Towel Rails
Made using two hooks & a long

branch fixed between them



Brought to you by:

For more Ideas & Inspiration...

Join us on social media
@twogreenshoots, sign up to

our newsletter, visit our
showcase edible Gardens in

Glengarriff, West Cork or even
come for a stay in our Botanical

infused accommodation!
 

www.twogreenshoots.com

Sign-up to future in-person & online
events with Limerick Garden Festival..

 
www.limerickgardenfestival.com


